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What Jesus Gave… We Still Have with Us 
(Isaiah 35:1-4, John 14:15-27) 

Last week, long time North Sewickley resident Shirley Carbaeu went home 

to be with the Lord. On Friday family and friends gathered at Boylin Funeral 

home in Zelienople, PA. Shirley’s daughter Cindy Caldwell is an active member 

and Elder here at NSPC. One Saturday in May Cindy and I played a round of golf 

at C.C.C. I enjoy playing with Cindy because she has such a smooth, consistent 

golf swing. I am told she learned how to play golf from her mother Shirley. Both 

have won their share of matches here in Ellwood City. Often the things we leave 

with others matter the most after we are no longer in their presence. 

Today’s gospel lesson speaks of the peace that Jesus leaves with his 

followers. His words are helpful these days. Jesus says, “Let not your hearts be 

troubled, neither let them be afraid.” This message is a gift in times of uncertainty 

and fear. COVID-19 may be an invisible threat, but its spread has been well 

documented. Fear can also behave like a virus. Once it is present, it is difficult to 

remove and easy to spread to others. Jesus tells his disciples, “peace I leave with 

you; my peace I give to you.” His peace was meant to be shared. 

In this chapter of John’s gospel Jesus speaks into the needs of the disciples 

who will believe in him following his physical departure from the earth. Here he 

is surrounded by his closest followers. The “shalom” or peace that Jesus leaves, 

we are to share with others. The peace of God is a timely gift to share with our 

fear-filled, frantic world. What Jesus gave; we still have with us today. The things 

we leave with others (often) matter most over time, especially after we’re gone. 

Do you have any family heirlooms? These would be gifts of one kind or 

another that have been passed down to you by your parents or grandparents? 

Sometimes these are pieces of jewelry, an old musket, a hat worn in service of the 

United States armed forces or even an antique car. These old things are often 

assigned extra meaning when worn, used, or worked upon if they were previously 

enjoyed by our loved ones. Some call these objects: priceless.  For as much as 

these heirlooms mean to us, one wonders if the peace that Jesus leaves with us is 

being treasured in the manner with which it was given?  

Jesus says, “Anyone who loves me will keep my word.” The opposite is also 

true, “Whoever does not love (Jesus) does not keep his words.” So, what are his 

“words” that we are to keep? Each are given a variety of skills, gifts, and ways in 

which we can spread his word to others. Jesus’ words do not include hate speech, 
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crude, or cruel comments. Fear or gossip can both be just as contagious as hope 

and peace. Which feelings do we leave with others?  

Jesus does not permit ambiguity about who he is, in verse six he says, “I am 

the way, truth and life. No one comes to the Father except through me.” In a time 

in which (as I mentioned last week) an increasing number of adults are straying 

from faith in God, we can’t be that surprised when non-Christ-like norms are 

accepted and practiced. We should be willing to surprise others with our lack of 

conformity to such moral laxity. We are called to keep his word.    

The love of God is one that is alive as we live out the commandments. Jesus 

indicates that the Spirit of truth is not received by the world at large but (only in) 

his followers. The trouble is, unlike teams on a field or nation’s at war, the 

followers of Jesus do not all wear uniforms. There are followers of Jesus within 

families across this nation, and throughout the entire world. When we are raised 

in a particular location, we tend to associate the “good guys” with those who look 

like, sound like and act like us. We have a hard time seeing the sin in ourselves. 

However, we know that just as there may be rascals among the religious, 

there are believers who even cheer for Baltimore!  Against my fallen nature, in 

2014 after I had witnessed first-hand a Steelers loss in the playoffs (to Baltimore), 

as I made my way to the exits, I wished a few Raven’s fans good luck in their next 

game. This may sound trivial to those who are not sports fans but if you are a die-

hard fan, you get it.  A sports Rivalry is one thing; the effects of war are another.  

Last week our son Will enjoyed a car ride from Florida with my parents. 

Without his younger sisters present this allowed our history buff to enjoy battle 

fields and historically significant landmarks. The love of American History is 

something Will shares with his PaPa (my Dad) my Father-in-law, and me. This 

trip’s destinations included St. Augustine, FL, Savannah, GA, Petersburg, 

Jamestown, Yorktown, Williamsburg, and Manassas VA. Though they did not 

visit it during this adventure, four years ago Will visited Gettysburg, PA with his 

Grandfather Ferron Edwards.  

It was also in July, the year 1863, in which a confederate soldier’s prayer 

was recovered on the Gettysburg battlefield along with his body: 

“I asked God for strength, that I might achieve, 
I was made weak, that I might learn humbly to obey.  
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I asked for health, that I might do great things, 
I was given infirmity, that I might do better things.  

I asked for riches, that I might be happy, 
I was given poverty, that I might be wise.  

I asked for power, that I might have the praise of men, 
I was given weakness, that I might feel the need of God.  

I asked for all things, that I might enjoy life, 
I was given life, that I might enjoy all things.  

I got nothing that I asked for, but everything I had hoped for. 
Almost despite myself, my unspoken prayers were answered.  

I am, among all men, most richly blessed.” 

The soldier’s observations were not forged in an afternoon; they were 
written over months of seeking God. Our Lord is more concerned about the 
intent of our prayers than the content of our prayers. The soldier called out to 
God when he could have complained or cursed. God saw the soldier’s heart and 
lavished his gifts on him. Even if he lost his life, he gained a profound 
perspective.  

The song which I will sing as a reflection after today’s sermon was written 
here in Pennsylvania in 1862. Deep in the midst of the Civil war Pastor Joseph 
Gilmore stood to preach at the First Baptist Church in Philadelphia and wanted 
the people to turn their eyes off the war and look to Jesus. Later that day, at the 
house of a friend, Pastor Gilmore wrote out the words to, "He Leadeth 
Me."  Three years later while preaching at another church, he opened the hymn 
book and found his words set to music.  To his surprise, his wife had sent the 
words to a Christian periodical and William Bathelder Bradbury of Maine, set 
them to music. The most profound verse for today’s trouble is the second stanza:  

“Sometimes ‘mid scenes of deepest gloom, sometimes where Eden’s 
bowers bloom, by waters still, o’er troubled sea still ‘tis God’s hand 
that leadeth me.”   

The hymns we sing, prayers we pen or sermons we preach should all point to the 
commandments that we keep.  In this season of heightened anxiety, heated 
opinions, and disruptive acts, we need to be ACTIVE peacemakers.  

Last week in our midweek Bible study we reflected upon the armor of God 
which includes the shoes for one’s feet, “The gospel of peace.” (Ephesians 6:15) 
Though peace is often portrayed as a passive pursuit, in the Apostle Paul’s 
perspective it is an active part of being a follower of Jesus Christ. This peace we 
are given is also something we are to actively share with others. 
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 Jesus says that the peace he leaves with the disciples (and us) “Is not as the 
world gives peace.” That alone is worth our attention. Most Bible scholars think 
Jesus is implying the coming of the cross and the peace he brings because of this 
atoning sacrifice of our sins. The theological peace that Jesus offers is something 
that only he can give to our fallen world. However, sadly, this gift is not 
something to which all people respond. Some just don’t get it.  

The Holy Spirit must move one in such a way that they come to the 
realization of their need for His peace. It is the Holy Spirit which Jesus indicates 
will be a spirit of truth but which the world does not either see or know as truth. 
Here again is the humbling reminder that even some things which “seem 
innocent enough” may in fact be agents of evil disguised as peace. What we think 
may be a “nice” person could in fact be a front for a deeper danger.  

Likely many of us could describe experiencing moments of betrayal or harm 
at the hands of the so-called nice. This is what I believe Jesus is referring to when 
he speaks of the difference between the peace he brings and what the world 
offers. Some versions of peace may appear innocent enough but when applied to 
our lives, do not offer lasting reconciliation. Jesus alone gives lasting peace.  

There are the ways of the world and there are the ways of the Lord, it is 
important to know the difference. The Lord lifts up the lowly, the world tears 
down the devout, the Lord lingers beside the hospital bed, the world shouts for a 
way to medicate (or intoxicate) away the pain, the Lord abides with us as stress 
invade, the world only adds to the amount of both within our lives.  

Jesus said, “Let not your hearts be troubled, nor let them be afraid.” This is 
more encouraging than saying, “this too shall pass, or everything will be alright.” 
This kind of shallow encouragement is misguided and limited in its truth. Jesus 
knew there would be seasons of sickness and stress such as the one we are facing 
today. His desire was for steadfast faith in Him which we share with others.  

Thanks to the Holy Spirit, What Jesus gave… we still have with us! 

In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, 

                     Amen! 


